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A: Protocol specification

1. Introduction

The USS protocol (Universal Serial Interface Protocol) defines an access technique according to the master-
slave principle for communications via a serial bus. This also includes, as sub-quantity, the point-to-point
connection.

Essential features of the USS protocol are:
• It supports a multi-point-capable coupling, e.g. EIA RS 485 hardware
• Master-slave access technique
• Single master system
• Max. 32 nodes (max. 31 slaves)
• Simple, reliable telegram frames
• Easy to implement
• Operation with either variable or fixed telegram lengths.

One master and a maximum of 31 slaves can be connected to the bus. The individual slaves are selected by
the master via an address character in the telegram. A slave itself can never transmit without first being
requested to do so, and direct message transfer between the individual slaves is not possible. Communications
is realized in the half-duplex mode.

The master function cannot be transferred to another node (single-master system).

A bus configuration for a drive application is illustrated in the following diagram.

SIMOVERT/
S I M O R E G

"Slave"

H igher-lev el
com puter

"Master"

SIMOVERT/
S I M O R E G

"Slave"

S IMOVERT/
S I M O R E G

"Slave"

SIMOVERT/
S I M O R E G

"Slave"

Fig. 1.1: Serial coupling between SIMOREG- / SIMOVERT drive converters (slaves) with a higher-level computer as master.

The electrical and mechanical interface characteristics (hardware) are not part of the protocol specification. The
definitions and recommendations regarding the data transfer technology, the data transfer technique and bus
configuration are described in Section B: ”Physical interface and bus configuration” of this specification.
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2. Telegram transfer
Generally, a differentiation can be made between cyclic and acyclic telegram transfer. In drive technology, only
cyclic telegram transfer is used. The master station is responsible for cyclic telegram transfer, whereby all slave
nodes are addressed, one after the other, in identical time intervals.

2.1. Cyclic telegram transfer

Drive technology requires defined response times for the open-loop and closed-loop control tasks, and thus a
rigidly cyclic telegram transfer:

The master continually transmits telegrams (task telegrams) to the slaves and waits for a response telegram
from the addressed slave.

A slave must send a response telegram, if
• it received a telegram, error-free and
• it was addressed in this telegram.

A slave cannot send, if these conditions are not fulfilled or the slave was addressed in the broadcast mode.

For the master, a connection is established to the appropriate slave if it receives a response telegram from the
slave after a defined processing time (response delay time).

In cyclic telegram transfer, the slave nodes must monitor telegram transfer for failure.

Some of the net data, which are included in the cyclic telegram, are provided for service and diagnostics. The
net data transfer for data technology is described in Section C: ”Defining the net data for drive applications”.

2.2. Acyclic telegram transfer

Generally, telegram transfer is cyclic.

Cyclic and acyclic telegram transfer cannot be used simultaneously.

Service and diagnostic tasks can also be run in acyclic operation.
In acyclic operation, the master sends telegrams to the slaves at irregular intervals. The slave responds to the
conditions defined for cyclic operation.

For acyclic telegram transfer, slaves cannot monitor for telegram failure.

3. Broadcast
In the broadcast mode, the master transmits a telegram to all slaves on the bus. In this case, the "Broadcast
bit" in the task telegram, in the address byte, is set to logical 1 (refer to Section 4.3, assigning the address byte
(ADR)). The address bits are ineffective. The individual slaves may not transmit a response telegram after
receiving a broadcast telegram.

The use of a broadcast telegram requires other definitions at the application level (common telegram length,
assignment of the net data contents  to nodes, etc.). For a definition of the net data contents for broadcast,
refer to Section C, Point 5: Process data - Broadcast.
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4. Telegram structure
Each telegram (Fig. 4.1) starts with the STX start character (= 02 hex), followed by the length specification
(LGE) and the address byte (ADR). The net characters then follow. The telegram is terminated by the BCC
(block check character).

STX LGE ADR 1. 2. n BCC

 net c harac te rs

Fig. 4.1: Telegram structure

For word information (16 bit) in the net data block, the first byte is always the high byte (first character) and then
the low byte (second character). The corresponding is valid for double words: First, the high word is sent,
followed by the low word.

The identification of tasks in the net characters is not part of the protocol. The contents of the net data for drive
converters is handled in Section C.

4.1. Data coding

The information is coded as follows:

• STX (start of text): ASCII characters: 02 hex
• LGE (telegram length): 1 byte, includes the telegram length as binary number,

refer to Section 4.2
• ADR (address byte): 1 byte contains the slave address and the telegram type,

binary coded; refer to Section 4.3
• Net characters: Each one byte, the contents are dependent on the task
• BCC: 1 byte block check character,

generation, refer to Section 4.4

4.2. Telegram length (LGE)

The telegram length is variable.

The telegram length is specified in the 2nd telegram byte.

Depending on the configuration, fixed telegram lengths can be defined.

For fixed telegram lengths, different telegram lengths can be used for each slave node on the bus.

The maximum total length of a telegram is 256 bytes.

The actual length of the total telegram is two characters longer than LGE, as the first two characters (STX and
LGE) are not counted.

Only the net characters (quantity n), address byte (ADR) and the block check character (BCC) are included in
the telegram length. Thus, the telegram length is obtained from:

LGE = n + 2. { 1 ≤ LGE ≤ 254 }

A maximum of n = 252 net characters (252 net data bytes) can be transferred per telegram.

4.2.1. Variable telegram length

For variable length telegrams, the number of net characters is dependent on the particular task (master →
slave).

4.2.2. Fixed telegram length

For telegram transfer with a previously defined fixed length, the number net characters within a telegram is
fixed, e.g. 6-word telegram, i.e. 12 net characters.
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The protocol must be limited to a fixed length at the user level when configuring the bus system. (also refer to
Section C)

Different telegram lengths can be defined for slaves connected to a bus.

4.3. Assigning the add ress byte (ADR)

In addition to the node numbers, additional information is coded in the address byte:
The individual bits in the address byte are assigned as illustrated.

=  1: M irro r te leg ram , refer to  Section 5.3

=  0: No m irror te legram

= 1: B roadcast, address bits (b it Nos. 0 to 4) are not ev aluated

=  0: No broadcast

Slave node No. 0-31

Bit No. 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

=  1: Special te legram , explanation refer below

=  0: S tandard, b its 0 to 6 are v alid, and m ust be ev aluated

STX LGE ADR 1. 2. n BCC

n net characters

Fig. 4.2: Assignment of the address bytes (ADR)

Bit
7

Bit
6

Bit
5 Significance

0 0 0 Standard data transfer for converters.
Node numbers (bits 0 to 4 are evaluated)

0 1 0
Mirror telegram: The node number is evaluated and the addressed slave returns the
telegram, unchanged, to the master (refer to 5.3 Mirror telegram)

0 0 1 Broadcast: The node number is not evaluated. (refer under 3. Broadcast)

1 x x
Special telegram: The telegram is rejected by all slaves, where no special telegram is
defined. It is not permissible that the telegram is evaluated (refer to 5.4 Special
telegram)

Table 4.1: Truth table of the possible combinations of bits 5, 6 and 7 in the address byte (ADR)

It is not permiss ible that masters transmit non-defined combinations and that the sl aves res pond to
these.
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4.4. BCC generation

The following example shows how the BCC is generated:

BCC = 0, before the first character of a telegram is received (STX)

BCC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

After the first character has been received: BCCnew = BCCold  EXOR  "first character"
(EXOR = exclusive OR logic operation)

BCCold = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
EXOR

"first character" = 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 ( ^ STX)

________________________________________________

BCCnew = 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

After each additional character has been received, this is EXOR’d with BCCold EXOR, in order to regenerate
BCCnew, e. g.:

BCCold = 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
EXOR

"second character"= 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0

________________________________________________

BCCnew = 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0

The result is the BCC after the last net character.
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5. Data transfer procedure
The master implements cyclic telegram transfer. The master consecutively addresses all slave nodes using a
task telegram. The addressed nodes return a response telegram. In accordance with the master-slave
procedure, the slave must send the response telegram to the master after having received a specific task
telegram, before the master addresses the next slave.

5.1. Data transfer handling

The sequence in which the addressed slave nodes can be specified, for example, by entering the node

numbers (ADR) in a circulating list. If some slaves must be addressed in a faster cycle than others, then a node

number can occur several times in the circulating list. A point-to-point connection can be implemented via the

circulating list; in this case, only one node is entered in the circulating list.

1 3 57 21 0

M a ster

0

Exam ple fo r the circulating  lis tExample of a configu ration

1
3
5
0

7
21

1

3

5

0

1

0
1

7

21

Nodes  0  and  1 , are ad dresse d tw ice as frequently as  the o th er nodes .

Fig. 5.1: Circulating list
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5.1.1. Cycle time

Cycle time is defined by the time for data transfer with the individual nodes.

0 0 1 1

Telegram  run tim e, response  node 1

Telegram  run tim e, task node 1

Response delay tim e, node  1

P rocess ing tim e in the m aster

Telegram  run tim e, response  node 0

Telegram  run tim e, task node 0
Response delay tim e, node  0

0 0

Cycle time

t

Fig. 5.2: Cycle time

The cycle time cannot be precisely defined, due to the inconsistent response delay- and processing times. A
master can implement a fixed cycle time, by determining a maximum cycle time for one configuration, and then
defining this as absolute cycle time. After data has been transferred with the last node, a master must wait, until
the defined cycle time has expired before he can start to address the nodes again.
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5.1.2. Start interval

The start character STX (=02 hex) is, by itself, not sufficient for the slaves to clearly identify the start of a
telegram, as the bit combination 02/hex can also occur in the net characters. Thus, before STX, a character-
less start delay  of at least 2 character run times  (refer to Section 6) is specified for the master. The start
interval or delay is part of the task telegram.

Only an STX with p receding start int erval identifies a va lid teleg ram start.

Baud rate

in bit/s

Start interval

in ms

9600 2.30 ms

19200 1.15 ms

38400 0.58 ms

187500 0.12 ms

Table 5.1: Minimum start interval for various baud rates

Data transfer is always realized in the schematic illustrated in Fig. 5.3 (half-duplex operation).

STX LGE ADR 1. n BCC

Start
interval

Response
  delay tim e

STX LGE ADR 1. BCCBCC

Start
in te rval

M aster sends Slave sends

STX

Fig. 5.3: Send sequence

5.2. Monitoring mechanisms and error res ponses

When a telegram is received, the correct telegram start must first be identified (start interval + STX), and then
the length is evaluated (LGE). The telegram is rejected, if the length information does not correspond to the
selected value for a fixed telegram length or if it is invalid for a variable telegram length.

Times have to be monitored before and during telegram reception (refer below).

The block check character (BCC) is generated during reception, and after the complete telegram has been
read-in, compared with the received BCC. The telegram is not evaluated if these do not coincide.

If a character frame error or a parity error has not occurred in any of the received characters, the node number
(ADR) of the received telegram can be evaluated.

If the address byte (ADR) does not coincide with the node number (for the slave), or the expected slave node
number (for the master), then the telegram is rejected. (refer to 4.3 for the evaluation of ADR)
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5.2.1. Time monitoring

The master  must monitor the following times:
– Response delay time  (slave processing time)
– Residual run time of the response telegram (refer to Section 6)

The slave  monitors the following times:
– Start delay
– Residual run time of the task telegram (refer to Section 6)

5.2.1.1. Response delay time

The time interval between the last character of the task telegram (BCC) and the start of the response telegram
(STX) is known as the response delay time  (Fig. 5.3). The maximum permissible response delay time is 20
ms; however it may not be less than the start interval . If node x does not respond within the maximum
possible response delay time, the "node x does not transmit" error message is stored in the master. The master
then transmits the telegram for the next slave node.
The "node x does not transmit" error message is only deleted after an error-free telegram from node x. Node x
is not deleted from the circulating list.

5.2.1.2. Telegram res idual run time

The monitoring of the telegram residual run time is dependent on the negotiated telegram length.

• Variable telegram length
The monitoring of the max. telegram residual run time is first loaded after STX has been received, with the
value, which is obtained for a telegram with 252 pieces of net data. After LGE has been received (Section
4.2), i. e. the next character, this monitoring time is loaded with the correct value.

• Fixed telegram length
The monitoring of the maximum telegram residual run time can be directly started with the correct value
(it is not necessary to evaluate LGE).

5.2.2. Process ing received telegrams

Only telegrams which have been received error-free, are processed. The following receive errors are identified
(this is true for both the master and slave):

• Parity errors
• Character frame errors
• Incorrect telegram length (LGE)
• Incorrect BCC
• Telegram residual run time exceeded
• Connection interrupted:

- Slave: The master activities are not monitored at the protocol level, the user level can provide a
monitoring function which can be parameterized (bus monitoring time).

- Master: The slave does not respond within the maximum permissible response delay time.

Slaves do not send a res ponse telegram when addressed with an incorrectly received telegram.
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5.2.3. Diagnostic resources for check ing the receive function

The interface software can provide information regarding communications status for communication interface
diagnostics.

The diagnostic information should be able to be displayed for slaves, on the converter operator control panel

(diagnostic parameters USS interface).

The following diagnostic information is recommended:

The received telegram can then be viewed, character for character in an indexed diagnostics parameter field.

Additional, 16-bit diagnostic parameters:
1. Interface hardware version
2. Interface software release
3. Reserve
4. One 16-bit word for the error status

Bits 15 to 8: reserved for use later
Bit 7: Master: Response delay time expired

Slave: Monitoring time for cyclic telegrams, set at the user level, expired
Bit 6: Incorrect telegram length (LGE)
Bit 5: Residual telegram run time expired
Bit 4: Incorrect block check character (BCC)
Bit 3: Telegram start not identified (first character, no STX)
Bit 2: Parity error
Bit 1: Buffer overflow
Bit 0: Character frame error

5. Number of telegrams received error-free per minute
6. Number of rejected telegrams per minute
7. Counter: Error-free telegrams
8. Counter:  Rejected telegrams
9. Counter: Character frame error
10. Counter: Overflow error
11. Counter: Parity error
12. Counter: Telegram start not identified
13. Counter: Telegram residual run time expired
14. Counter: BCC error
15. Counter: Incorrect telegram length
16. Counter: Monitoring time expired

Additional counters and fields can be provided.
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5.3. Mirror telegram

The master can request a so-called mirror telegram from the slave.

The sequence is then as follows:
The master sends a telegram to the appropriate slave node. This telegram is different from the normal telegram
in the fact that bit No. 6 of the address byte is set (=log. 1). The slave sends (mirrors) this telegram directly
back to the master without making any changes. In this case, the conditions specified in Section 5.1 are valid.

Data transfer between the master and slave can be checked using the mirror telegram. This is beneficial during
step-by-step start-up or troubleshooting.

5.3.1. Special telegram

The USS protocol can also be used for special applications, which require a net data structure different from
that specified in the converter profile (refer to Section C).

In order to permit mixed operation including applications with converter profile and special applications on one
bus with a master, these special telegrams must be uniquely identifiable in order to be rejected by slaves with
converter profile.

The structure of the special telegram frame corresponds completely to all other telegrams (STX, LGE, ADR, net
data, BCC, max. net data length = 252 bytes).

The nodes with special telegram handling are addressed as defined under 4.3 (assigning address byte (ADR)).
An address (bits 0 to 4) must be unique on the bus. This means, that a node with special telegram handling,
can be addressed both with standard telegrams according to the converter profile (bit 7=0) as well as special
application (bit 7=1).

A broadcast, which is only addressed to nodes with special telegram handling, is possible using the broadcast
bit (bit 5).

Bus nodes, which cannot handle special telegrams (bit 7=1), must not be able to respond to normal telegrams
(bit 7=0).

A mirror telegram is only possible with bit 7=0.

Bit

7

Bit

6

Bit

5 Significance

1 0 0
Special telegram: The telegram is received and responded to by the nodes
addressed with bits 0 to 4 (nodes with special telegram processing capability).

1 0 1
Special telegram with broadcast: The node number is not evaluated. All nodes with
special telegram processing capability receive the telegram, but do not send a
response telegram back to the master.

0 x x Refer to 4.3

Table 5.2: Truth table of possible combinations of bits 5, 6 and 7 in the address byte (ADR) for special telegrams (bit 7=log. 1)

It is not permiss ible that non-defined combinations result in a response.
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6. Definitions

6.1. Character run time

The character run time is the time required to transfer a character (11-bit character frame). This time is a
function of the baud rate.

tz
11 1000

transfer rate
ms=

•

6.2. Compressed telegram res idual run time

The compressed telegram residual run time is defined as the run time which is required in order to
consecutively transmit LGE, ADR, n net characters and BCC as a block (i. e. the stop bit of a character is
immediately followed by the start bit of the next character).

The compressed telegram residual run time is thus obtained as follows:

(n + 3) * character run time.

6.3. Maximum telegram res idual run time

The maximum telegram residual run time, includes, as illustrated in Fig. 6.1, in addition to the compressed
telegram residual run time, character delay times. The sum of the character delay times is equal to 50 % of the
compressed telegram residual run time.

The maximum telegram residual run time is thus obtained as follows:

1.5 * compressed telegram residual run time

corresponding to:

1.5 * (n + 3) * character run time

STX LGE ADR 1.

Compressed tele gram

2. n BCC

residual run time
50 % of the compressed

telegram residual run time

STX LGE ADR 1. 2. n BCC

max. telegram residual run time

Character delay time

Fig. 6.1: Telegram residual run time

The delay time between two characters (= character delay time) must be less than the start delay (interval) and
can be distributed as required between the characters. It is not necessary to monitor the character delay time.
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B: Physical interface and bus structure

The data transfer medium and the physical bus interface are essentially defined by the bus system application.

It is possible to use various physical interfaces for the USS protocol. However, when selecting the physical
interface for a particular application, the required data transfer security and reliability should be noted.

The basis for the USS protocol physical interface is the "recommended standard RS-485 according to /2/.

For point-to-point connections, a sub-quantity of EIA RS-232 (CCITT V.24), TTY (20 mA current loop) or fiber-
optic cable can be used as physical interface.

This sect ion d escribes how a USS  field bus must be structured in order to guarantee reliable data
transport by the data transfer medium in standard applications. For special application conditions,
other effects must be taken into acc ount, which would require additional measures or restrict ions,
which are not ha ndled in this specification.

1. Topology

The USS bus is based on a line topology without drop lines.

Both ends of the line terminate at a node.

The maximum cable length, and thus the maximum distance between the master and the last slave is limited by
the cable characteristics, ambient conditions and data transfer rate. For a data transfer rate < 100 kbit/s, a
maximum length of 1200 m is possible. (EIA standard RS-422-a, December 1978, Appendix, Page 14)

The maximum number of nodes is limited to 32 (1 master, 31 slaves).

"S lav e" max. 31
Slaves

Last nodeFirst node

"M aster"

"S lav e" "S lav e"

Fig. 1.1: Topology, USSbus

Point-to-point connections are treated just like bus connections. One node has the master function and the
other the slave function.
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2. Data transfer technology
Data transfer is realized according to the EIA 485 Standard (/2/).

RS232 or TTY can be used for point-to-point couplings.

Data transfer is always half-duplex, i. e. sending and receiving are alternately realized and must be controlled
by the software. The half-duplex technique allows the same cables to be used for both data transfer directions.
This permits simple and favorably-priced bus cabling, operation in noisy environments and a high data transfer
rate.

2.1. Cable characteristics

Screened, twisted two-core conductor cables are used for the bus cable.

Note:
All of this information is only a recommendation. Other measures or restrictions may be required depending on
the actual requirements and application and conditions on site.

Structure:

Conductor cross-section: 2 x ≈ 0.5 mm²
Conductor: ≥ 16 x ≤ 0.2 mm
Twisting: ≥ 20 twists / m
Overall screening: braided, tinned copper wire, diameter ≥ 1.1 mm²

85 % optical coverage
Overall diameter: ≥ 5 mm
External sheath: depending on the requirements regarding flammability, debris remaining after 

burning, etc.

Thermal/electrical characteristics:

Conductor resistance (20°C): ≤ 40 Ω/km
Insulation resistance (20°C): ≥ 200 MΩ/km
Operating voltage (20°C): ≥ 300V
Test voltage (20°C): ≥ 1500V
Temperature range: -40C ≤  T  ≥ 80°C
Load capability: ≥ 5A
Capacitance: ≤ 120 pF/m

Mechanical characteristics:

Single bending:     ≤ 5 x external diameter
Repeated bending: ≤ 20 x external diameter

Recommendat ions:

1. Standard, without any special requirements:

Two-core, flexible, screened conductor in accordance with VDE 0812 with colored PVC sheath.

PVC insulation, resistant to oil and petroleum products.
Type: LIYCY 2 x 0.5 mm²

For example:  Metrofunk Kabel-Union GmbH  12111 Berlin  Postfach 41 01 09
Tel 030-831 40 52, Fax: 030-792 53 43

2. Halogen-free cables (no gaseous hydrochloric acid when burning):
Halogen-free, highly flexible cables, resistant to high temperatures and cold. Sheath manufactured from an ASS
special mixture with a silicon basis:
Type: ASS 1 x 2 x 0.5 mm²

From:   Metrofunk Kabel-Union GmbH  12111 Berlin  Postfach 41 01 09
Tel 030-831 40 52, Fax: 030-792 53 43
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3. Recommended, if halogen- and silicon-free cables are required:
Type: BETAflam G-M/G-G-B1 flex 2 x 0.5 mm²

From: . Studer-Kabel-AG, CH 4658 Däniken
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2.2. Cable length

The cable length is dependent on the data transmission rate and the number of connected nodes. The following
cable length are possible under the cable specifications, specified in 2.1:

Data transfer rate               Max. node number                    Max. cable length

9.6 kbit/s 32 1200 m

19.2 kbit/s 32 1200 m

38.4 kbit/s 32 1200 m

187.5 kbit/s 30 1000 m

Table 2.1: Cable lengths as a function of the data transmission rate

2.3. Interface characteristics

The following text discusses how the physical interface is implemented according to EIA RS 485.

The interface can be configured, either non-floating or floating with respect to the internal electronics per supply
voltage.

The bus can be configured using only two-core cables as a result of the master-slave bus access technique.

This requires, that at any particular time, only one sender can access the bus. All other nodes must switch the
senders to a high-ohmic state ("monitoring").

The logical 0- and 1-statuses for RS 485 technology are identified by the polarity of the voltage difference
between the two data lines.

The EIA RS-485 and EIA RS-422 Standards are exclusively valid for the characteristics of the send- and
receive blocks. The values taken from these standard, are characteristic values, as to how the correct signal
shape can be tested on an installed bus.

A sender must generate, under test conditions and according to RS-485 Standard (the bus is terminated with 54 
Ω), a specific voltage difference Vo between the RS485P and RS485N signal lines:

Logical 1 status:  1.5 V ≤ Vo ≤ 5 V RS485P is positive with respect to RS485N

Logical 0 status: -5 V ≤ Vo ≤ -1.5 V RS485P is negative with respect to RS485N

The rate of rise and rate of fall times, i. e. the time to change between two logical statuses must not exceed, on
the bus:

0.3 / data transfer rate

If none of the nodes sends, the voltage difference is defined to be a positive level by the basis network (refer to
Section 4.5, Bus termination).

Data transfer is asynchronous.

The deviation of the receive- and send clock from the nominal value is a maximum of  ± 0.3%.

The telegram characters are sent and received as bit-serial UART characters.

The time between the stop bit of a character and the start bit of the next character within a telegram must be
less than two character run times.
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2.4. Data transfer rate

The following data transfer rates are used for the USS interface:

300 bit / s
600 bit / s
1200 bit / s:
2400 bit / s
4800 bit / s
9600 bit / s
19200 bit / s
38400 bit / s
57600 bit / s
76800 bit / s
93750 bit / s
115200 bit / s
187500 bit / s

The data transfer rates which are highlighted are recommended for USS, and should be implemented on all
interfaces.
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3. Data transfer techniques
The usual UART blocks are used for the serial asynchronous data transfer, as is generally used for digital data
transfer.

3.1. Bit coding

The characters are transferred, as they are coded from the UART block. The code is designated as non-return
to-zero code (NRZ code). A bit consists of a square wave pulse, whose width corresponds to the clock (1/data
transfer rate).

C loc k

N R Z  code 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 00

Fig. 3.1: NRZ code

3.2. Character frames

Each transferred character starts with a start bit and ends with a stop bit. 8 data bits are transferred. Each
character (byte) has a parity bit (even parity, i. e. the number of logical ones in the data bits, including the parity
bit, is an even number). An error message is generated if the character frame is not maintained (refer to Fig.
3.1).

Start-
bit

21 3 4 5 7
MSB

6 even
Parity

Stop-
bit

1

0 t

Data bits

11- bit character fram e

Start-
bit

T im e between  two charac ters 
(less than 2 x the charac ter run tim e)

Charac ter run tim e

0
LSB

Fig. 3.2: Character frame

The start bit is always a logical 0, the 8 data bits can have any bit pattern, the parity bit is either 1 or 0 and the
stop bit is always a logical 1. The signal level remains a logical 0 up to the start bit of the next character in the
same telegram.

LSB is the least significant bit and MSB the most significant bit.
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4. Configuration guidelines

4.1. Cable routing

When routing the USS bus cable, it should be ensured that the system is configured in accordance with EMC
guidelines. The following points should be specially observed:

• The bus cable may be routed in one bundle or cable duct with other data cables (PG, printer, SINEC
L2-DP), unscreened cables for DC voltages ≤ 60 V and unscreened cables for AC voltages ≤ 25 V.

• The bus cable may not be routed together with unscreened cables for DC voltages > 60 V and ≤ 400
V together in a bundle or cable duct.

• A minimum clearance of 10 cm must be maintained between the bus cable and unscreened cables for
AC voltages > 25 V and ≤ 400 V.

• A minimum clearance of 50 cm must be maintained between the USS bus cable and data network
cables (e. g. SINEC H1).

• A minimum clearance of 1m must be maintained to noise sources (transformers, contactors, motors,
electrical welding equipment).

• The cables must be routed through the shortest possible path between 2 nodes.

• Potential bonding cables and signal cables should be routed as close together as possible.

• Cable extensions via terminals or connectors must be avoided.

• Cables should be routed close to grounded surfaces.

4.2. Potential bonding

If bus nodes are connected through non-floating interfaces, or if nodes are grounded at different plant sections,
or if the difference between the 0 V potentials of the interface electronics ≥ 7 V, data transfer could be disturbed
and the boards could be damaged.

In all other cases, potential bonding should be realized between the converter ground potentials.

Cross section of the copper potential bonding cable:

• 16 mm² for cable lengths up to 200 m

• 25 mm² for cable lengths above 200 m

The potential bonding cable should be connected, for all nodes, to ground through the largest possible surface
area.

(also refer to Fig. 4.2: Screening and potential bonding)

4.3. Screening

Screening damps magnetic, electrical and electromagnetic noise fields. Noise currents are fed to ground
through the screen braiding and the housing ground.

• The screens of all nodes should be connected to the housing ground/ground (grounded screen bar)
through the largest surface area.

• If there is no potential bonding (only in exceptional cases), then the screen may only be connected at
one end.

• The screen should be connected with the metallic connector housing.

• The connector housing in the interface electronics must not be in contact with the housing /
electronics power supply ground (otherwise, do not connect the screen with the connector housing).

• It is not permissible to connect the screen through a pin (e. g. pin 1), as otherwise the noise currents
would be fed to ground through the interface electronics (the interface electronics would be
destroyed).

(also refer to Fig. 4.2: Screening and potential bonding)
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4.4. Termination technology, connector assignments

The connector / terminal design and assignment is not specified. Each individual case should be evaluated
(space requirement, accessibility etc..). However, it is recommended that, if at all possible, SINEC L2-DP
termination technology is used.

Pin assignment of the bus interface with 9- pin SUB-D connector:

Socket connectors are provided on the interface side and plug connectors on the cable side.

PIN 1 - Free

PIN 2 - Free

PIN 3 RS485P Receive- and transmit signal (+)

PIN 4 (-) Reserve (for SINEC L2-DP direction signals for repeaters)

PIN 5 0 V Data reference potential

PIN 6 5 V Power supply voltage

PIN 7 - Free

PIN 8 RS485N Receive- and transmit signal (-)

PIN 9 (-) Reserve (for SINEC L2-DP direction signals for repeaters)

Assignment of the bus interface for terminal c onnection:

Terminal 1 RS485P Connection cable 1, positive signal level

Terminal 2 RS485N Connection cable 1, negative signal level

Terminal 3 RS485P Connection cable 2, positive signal level

Terminal 4 RS485P Connection cable 2, negative signal level

Terminal 5 0Vext

Terminal 6 5Vext optional, is only required for an external basis network

Terminal 1 and terminal 2 are internally c onnected;
Terminal 2 and terminal 4 are internally c onnected

Cable 1: Cable to the previous node on the bus

Cable 2: Cable to the following node on the bus

If it is not  permissible that the bus is interrupted if the connector is withdrawn from the interface, then core
RS485P from cable 1 and 2 must be connected under terminal 1 and cores RS485N from cable 1 and 2, under
terminal 2.
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4.5. Bus termination

The bus cable must be terminated at both ends.

A 150 Ω resistor must be connected between data signal lines RS485P and RS485N at the first and last node.

The bus terminating resistor on the interface board can be activated with the jumper settings. The bus
terminating resistor is not activated when the board is supplied.

If the bus terminating resistor cannot be mounted on the interface board, then it must be mounted in a
connector housing.

Basis network

If none of the nodes transmits, then the bus is at an undefined potential, because all transmitters are switched
to a high-ohmic condition. To suppress signal noise in this status, the bus has a basis network, so that a
defined positive signal level is obtained.The basis network should be connected at both nodes at which the bus
is terminated.

The location of the basis network resistors is the same as for the bus terminating resistor.

Bus  terminating res is tor

R esis tor
 w . r. t. supply  vo ltage 39

0
39

0
15

0

Res istor
w . r. t. s ignal re f.

+ 5  V

0 V

R S485N

R S485P
R S485

Fig. 4.1: Basis network and bus termination

390 Ω resistors are recommended if the interface supply voltage is 5 V (for 15 V, approx. 1 kΩ with respect to
the supply voltage and 390 Ω with respect to 0 V).

The interface must provide the power supply voltage at a pin or terminal. The voltage source must be able to
drive a 10 mA short-circuit current.
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Fig. 4.2: Screening and potential bonding
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4.6. Recommended circuit

A recommended circuit for a floating USS interface is shown in the following diagram, whose connections are
fed to terminals:

+ 5 V

150  m A

39010 0k

10 0k 390

B R 1

B R 2
15 0

S creen bar

N on-floa ting  or  
floa ting  desig n

BR 1 and BR 2 are  c losed for  bu s te rm ina tion ; open w hen sup p lie d.
E lectrical isola tion  is op tiona l.

2

3

4

1

5

TxD

R xD

0 V

56 µH
10 nF

470pF

R S 485

R S485 P

R S485 N

M extR S 485

470p F

R S485 N

R S485 P

1M
22nF

1M
22n F

op tiona l

Fig. 4.3: EIA RS485 interface structure, 2-wire, floating
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C: Defining the net data for drive applications

1. Introduction

The USS protocol allows the user to configure a serial bus coupling between a high-level master and several
slave systems. Master systems can, for example, be PLCs or PCs. The SIMOVERT and SIMOREG drives are
always slaves on the bus.

The USS  protocol allows the user to implement automation tasks requiring a cyclic (time) telegram transfer
(fixed telegram length required), is well as visualization tasks. In this case, the variable telegram length protocol
is advantageous, as texts and parameter descriptions can be transferred with one telegram without breaking up
the information.

However, drive automation t asks (open-loop and closed-loop control), require cyclic telegram transfer, which
can only be realized if the telegrams are a fixed length. The selected telegram length may not be changed
during operation. A fixed telegram length limits the number of characters in the telegram net data block.

The subsequent section describes, in detail, the structure of the net data blocks contained in the telegram
as well as the necessary settings (parameterization) of the interface, through which data transfer is to be
realized. Communications can be realized through a basic converter interface or through a separate interface
board.

The structure of the net data block in the telegram is independent of the specification of the protocol with which
the net data is transferred. The structure including the contents of the net data essentially correspond to the
definitions for cyclic data transfer via PROFIBUS (PROFIBUS profile "variable-speed drives" /1/). Thus, the
user is guaranteed, that he can access the process data (= control / status words and setpoint / actual values)

with the same access mechanisms, independent as whether this is realized using USS or PROFIBUS-
DP/FMS.

The subsequent descriptions are independent of any particular converter and are intended to provide the user

with guidelines as to how the USS protocol is to be handled. Documentation of the USS protocol for the
individual converters should be created for a specific converter application. This application should cover how
the bus is to be structured  and how the protocol is to be parameterized; further, it should be defined which net
data contents the converter „understands“.

The specification must be ob served for all implemented systems.
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2. General structure of the net data block

The net data block is subdivided into two areas, the
• PKW (parameter ID value) area and the
• PZD (process data) area

• The PKW area refers to the handling of the parameter ID value (PKW) interface. The PKW interface
does not involve a physical interface, but defines a mechanism which handles parameter transfer
between two communication partners. This means, reading and writing parameter values, parameter
definitions and associated texts as well as handling parameter changes using parameter change
reports. All tasks, which are realized through the PKW interface, are operator control and visualization
tasks, service and diagnostics.

• The PZD area contains the signals required for the automation :
Control word (s) and setpoint (s) from the master to the slave
Status word (s) and actual value (s) from the slave to the master.

The net data block is created from the combination of both areas. This structure is valid for the task telegram
(master → slave) as well as for the response telegram  (slave → master).

PZD area

variable length variable length

PKW area

PKW elementsINDP K E P Z D nP Z D 1

Fig. 2.1: Net data block

A task telegram  is the transfer of a complete net data block from the master to the slave.

A response telegram  is the transfer of the complete net data block from the slave to the master.
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PKW area:

Using so-called "tasks" and "responses", in this area, access to the parameters accessible in a converter and

via a USS interface are covered.

PKE = Parameter ID (PKE); is used to identify and initiate tasks and responses for processing
parameters and is always one word  long ( ^ 16 bits). The parameter number is also
contained in the PKE.

IND = The index is always one word long. The significance of the index is described in detail in
Section 4.2.2.

PWE element = Information, associated with a task or a response (defined in the PKWE) such as parameter
values, texts or parameter description data are transferred. This area can vary in length
depending on the task/response. If only PZD data are to be transferred in the net data block,
the number of PKW elements can be set to 0 (PKE + index + PWE elements)!

PZD area:

Process data are continuously  transferred between the master and slaves in this area. At the start of
communications, it is configured as to which process data are exchanged with a slave. For example, the current
setpoint is transferred to slave x in the second PZD (= PZD 2). This setting remains for the complete data
transfer.

PZD1-PZDn = Process data (= control / status word (s) and setpoint(s) / actual value (s));
the control / status word (s), setpoints and actual values required for the automation are
transferred in this area.
The length of the PZD area is defined by the number of PZD elements and their size (e. g.
word, double word). Contrary to the PKW area, which can be variable, the length of this area
must always be permanently agreed upon between the communication partners! The
maximum number of PZD words per telegram is limited to 16 words. If only PKW data are to
be transferred in the net data block, then the number of PZD can also be 0!
Depending on the data transmission direction, the control word or the status word is always
transmitted in PZD1. The main setpoint or the main actual value is always transmitted in
PZD2, corresponding to the data transmission direction. Additional setpoints and actual
values or control / status words are sent in the following process data PZD 3 to PZD n.

The length of the individual areas must be negotiated between the communication partners, refer to Section 7.
For this purpose, various parameters should be provided in the basic converter with which the PKW and PZD
components for the protocol at the serial interfaces can be set.
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3. Parameterization of the USS protocol at a serial interface

Every serial interface, on which the USS protocol is to be implemented, must have, in edition to parameters
for the bus address, baud rate and telegram failure time, two parameters with which the length of the PKW- and
PZD areas can be independently set. The appropriate interface can either be provided at the basic converter or
on a communications board. The latter option requires an appropriate mechanism, so that the required
parameterization can be made on the communications board. For example, the relevant parameters can be
transferred from the basic converter to the communications board via a dual port RAM coupling.

3.1. Parameter sett ing for 6SE21, 6SE30 (Micro Master) SIMOVERT con verters and
SIMOREG K 6RA24

Baud rate

PNU: Converter-specific → Parameter number (PNU), e. g. P783 for
SIMOREG K 6RA24

Designator: Converter-specific → Is used for a plain text display on the
operator control panel (e. g. baud rate)

Type: 02 → Data type: refer to /1/

Function: Baud rate

Parameter value
(PWE)

1 ^ 300 Baud
2 ^ 600 Baud
3 ^ 1200 Baud
4 ^ 2400 Baud
5 ^ 4800 Baud
6 ^ 9600 Baud
7 ^ 19200 Baud
8 ^ 38400 Baud
9 ^ 93750 Baud
10 ^187500 Baud

Note: Special baud rates, beyond these are storeed at > 20!
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Bus address

PNU: Converter-specific

Designator: Converter-specific → e. g. BUS_ADR

Type: O2

Function: Bus address

PWE: 0 - 31

Telegram fa ilure time

In order to monitor the time taken by the master to address the slave on the basic converter, the maximum time
between two valid telegrams addressed to the basic converter should be parameterized using this parameter.
The time units used are "seconds" (sec). The parameter should be set to 0 if monitoring is not required.

PNU: Converter-specific

Designator: Converter-specific → e. g. TLG_AUS

Type: O2

Function: Telegram failure time in
seconds for the basic
converter interface.

PWE: 0 - 32
(0 : No monitoring)
(1 : Factory setting)

Note:

The slave time monitoring only starts after its power supply has been switched-on and after the first fault-free
task telegram has been received.
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Number of  PKW elements

The number of PKW elements in the PKW area of the net data block is defined per parameter. The specification
always refers to PKW elements in the single-word format.

PNU: Converter-specific

Designator: Converter-specific → e. g. PKW_ANZ

Type: O2

Function: PKW number

PWE: 0 → 0 words
3 → constant, 3 words
4 → constant, 4 words

127 → variable length

Caution:

If only telegrams with constant net data quantities are to be used, 126 must not be exceeded when the number

of PKW and number of PZD are added. According to the USS-protocol specification, a maximum of 252 bytes
(126 words) is permitted. If telegrams with variable PKW components are used, these parameters (PKW_ANZ)
must be set to 127, independent of parameter PZD_ANZ.

Number of PZD elements

The quantity of process data contained in the net data block can be influenced using this parameter. The
specification always refers to a PZD element in the single-word format.

PNU: Converter-specific

Designator: Converter-specific → e. g. PZD_ANZ

Type: O2

Function: PZD number

PWE: 0 - 16 (words)
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3.2. Parameter sett ing for SIMOVERT Master Drives

Contrary to the previous parameter definitions the parameter, baud rate, bus address, PKW_ANZ and PZD

_ANZ parameter, are the "array" data type with index 1 to 3 for the particular USS protocol on the basic
converter SST1, or SST2 on the SCB board (Serial Communications Board).

PNU: P683

Designator: SST/SCB bus address

Type: Array, data type 02 → Data type: Refer to /1/

Function:

Bus address for USS at the interface on the basic
converter and on the SCB communications board

Index Parameter value (PWE)

1 ^ SST 1

2 ^ SCB

3 ^ SST 2

0 to 30

PNU: P684

Designator: SST/SCB baud rate

Type: Array, data type 02 → Data type: Refer to /1/

Function:

Baud rate for USS at the interface on the basic
converter and on the SCB communications board

Index Parameter value (PWE)

1 ^ SST 1

2 ^ SCB

3 ^ SST 2

1 ^ 300 baud
2 ^ 600 baud
3 ^ 1200 baud
4 ^ 2400 baud
5 ^ 4800 baud
6 ^ 9600 baud
7 ^ 19200 baud
8 ^ 38400 baud

Example: The 38.4 kbit/s baud rate at
interface 1 of the basic converter is set to
parameter value = 8 by setting parameter
P684 with index = 1.
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PNU: P685

Designator: SST/SCB PKW number

Type: Array, data type 02 → Data type: Refer to /1/

Function:
Number of words (16 bit) in the PKW area in the net data
block at the interfaces on the basic converter and on the
SCB communications boards

Index Parameter value (PWE)

1 ^ SST 1

2 ^ SCB

3 ^ SST 2

0 →0 words
3 → constant, 3 words
4 → constant, 4 words
127 →variable length

PNU: P686

Designator: SST/SCB PZD number

Type: Array, data type 02 → Data type: Refer to /1/

Function:
Number of words (16 bit) in the PZD area of the useful
data area at the interfaces of the basic converter and on
the SCB communication boards

Index Parameter value (PWE)

1 ^ SST 1

2 ^ SCB

3 ^ SST 2

0 to 16
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PNU: P687

Designator: SCom/SCB Tlg off

Type: Array, with data type 02 → Data type: Refer to /1/

Function:

Telegram failure time for USS at the interfaces of the
basic converter and the SCB communications boards

Index Parameter value (PWE)

1 ^ SST 1

2 ^ SCB

3 ^ SST 2

0 to 6500 [ms]
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4. PKW area

4.1. Structure of the PKW area (parameter ID value)

The structure of the PKW area, is, as far as the sequence of its elements is concerned, always the same and
only differ from the standard structure by the number of its parameter values (PWE).

The parameter area can be set with either a fixed length (3 words or 4 words long) or with variable length, via
parameter PKW_ANZ, refer to Section 3.1.

If there is no PKW area in the net data block, PKW_ANZ must be 0 , which means that converter
parameterizat ion is not  possible via this interf ace!

4.1.1. PKW area for a fixed telegram length

Standard structure for parameter values in the single-word format (16 bit):

Parameter ID Index Parameter
value 1

1 word

P K E IN D P W E 1

1 word 1 word

Fig. 4.1: Structure of the PKW area 3 words

If the PKW area is not set to 0, refer to the interface parameterization, then this area must be 3 words long.
For a fixed telegram length, the number of words in the PKW area for both the task telegram (master to slave)
as well as the response telegram (slave to master) are always constant and the same size. For
parameterization of the fixed PKW area, refer to Section 3.1; in this case, PKW_ANZ must be set to 3.

Note:

It is necessary to define PKW_ANZ and PZD_ANZ for a fixed telegram length, in order to be able to
parameterize a correct and optimum telegram monitoring "telegram failure time".

Standard structure for parameter values as double-word format (32 bit):

Parameter ID- Index

1 word 1 word 1 word 1 word

Parameter value (double word)

High word Low word

P K E IND P W E 1 P W E  2

Parameter value (word)

0 Parameter value

Fig. 4.2: Structure of the PKW area, 4 words

In this case, if the PKW area is not parameterized to 0, the number of words in the PKW area should be
parameterized to 4. This is valid for both the task as well as for the response telegram.
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4.1.2. PKW area with variable telegram length

Standard structure:

P K E IN D P W E 1 P W E 2 P W E m

Fig. 4.3: Structure of the PKW area, variable length

with: 1 word < m < 108 words (maximum), if there are 16 PZD words (maximum) in the net data block.
1 word < m < 124 words (maximum), if there is no PZD.

Telegram transfer with variable telegram length means that the slave responds with a telegram in response to a
telegram from the master; the length of the telegram from the slave no longer coincides with the length of the
task telegram from the master.
The length and assignment of elements PWE 1 to PWE m in the response telegram are dependent on the task
issued by the master. Parameter PKW_ANZ must be set to 127 in order that the slaves can respond
appropriately to tasks which require a variable telegram length.

The master can only access the slave with a variable telegram length when parameterized for variable telegram
length (PKW_ANZ = 127). Whereby, "variable" generally refers to a variable PKW area. The PZD-area length
must be the same for task- and response telegrams. In this case, it must be checked as to whether the
telegram failure time setting is practical.

4.2. Descript ion of the individual PKW el ements

4.2.1. Parameter ID (PKE)

PKE IND PWE

AK SP PNU

No.: 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Parameter No., Section 4.2.1.3

Bit for the parameter change report
(Section 4.2.1.2)

Task- and response ID (AK)
(Section 4.2.1.1)

Fig. 4.4: Parameter ID structure

4.2.1.1. Task- and res ponse ID

The tasks are issued, coded from the master to the slave in the task ID (AK). The slave processes the task and
formulates the appropriate response, which is then issued in coded form (response ID) to the master. The tasks
/ response IDs are defined so that a task and a response are clearly defined by the PKE (AK + PNU), and for
specific tasks / responses, additionally using the index word (IND).



Task ID (master → slave)

Bit No.
15 14 13 12

Function Description

0 0 0 0 No task No task for the PKW interface
0 0 0 1 Request PWE Requests a parameter value (PWE)
0 0 1 0 Change PWE (word) Writes a parameter value, word format (16 bit)
0 0 1 1 Change PWE (double word) Writes a parameter value, double-word format (32 bit)
0 1 0 0 Request PBE element 1) Reads an element from the parameter description (PBE).

IND defines which element is to read.
The complete PBE is requested if IND = 255

0 1 0 1 Change PBE element 1) Writes an element from PBE; as for reading from PBE
0 1 1 0 Request PWE (array) 1) Reads a parameter value from a one-dimensional field (^ array).

The position within the field, from which the value is to be read, is contained in IND. For example, IND
= 4, then the PWE is transferred which is at the 4th position in the array.

0 1 1 1 Change PWE (array word) 1) Writes a value (as word) to a specific position in a one-dimensional field (array); as for reading.
1 0 0 0 Change PWE (array double word) 1) Writes a value as double word, such as ID 0111.
1 0 0 1 Request the number of array elements Reads the number of elements of a field.
1 0 1 0 Reserve
1 0 1 1 Change PWE (array double word), and store

in the EEPROM 1), 2)
Writes a parameter value (double word) to a position in an array into the EEPROM

1 1 0 0 Change PWE (array word), and store in the
EEPROM 1), 2)

Writes a parameter value (word) at a specific position in an array into the EEPROM

1 1 0 1 Change PWE (double word), and store in
EEPROM 2)

Writes a parameter value (double word) into the EEPROM

1 1 1 0 Change PWE (word), and store in the
EEPROM 2)

Writes a parameter value (word) into the EEPROM.

1 1 1 1 Request or change text 1), 2) 3) Reads or writes a text

1) For these tasks, to make them completely clear, the value is required, which is located in IND in the net data block, refer to Section 4.2.2.
2) These IDs are only valid for the USS protocol. In the cyclic task IDs of the PROFIBUS profile /1/, these IDs are not available.
3) The "change text" supplement is only valid for SIMOVERT Master Drives

Table 4.1: Task IDs



Response IDs (slave → master)

Bit No.
15 14 13 12

Function Description

0 0 0 0 No response No response

0 0 0 1 Transfer PWE (word) Transfers a parameter value (PWE) as word (16 bit)

0 0 1 0 Transfer PWE (double word) Transfers a parameter value (PWE) as double word (32 bit)

0 0 1 1 Transfer PBE element 1) Transfers an element from the parameter description (PBE). The particular PB element which is to be
transferred is located in IND. The complete PBE is transferred if IND = 255.

0 1 0 0 Transfer PWE (array word) 1) Transfers a parameter value (PWE), from a location specified in IND, within a one-dimensional field (^
array)

0 1 0 1 Transfer PWE (array double word) 1) As previously, only PWE in a double-word format

0 1 1 0 Transfer the number of array elements Transfers the number of elements of a field

0 1 1 1 Task cannot be executed (with error number) The slave cannot execute the task. Refer to the error number for the reason

1 0 0 0 No PKW parameter change rights Parameter values, parameter definitions or associated texts cannot be changed and can only be read
from the interface on which the protocol is executed.

1 0 0 1 Parameter change report (word) )

1 0 1 0 Parameter change report (double word) )

1 0 1 1 Parameter change report (array word) 1) ) Refer to Section 4.2.1.2

1 1 0 0 Parameter change report (array double word)
1)

)

1 1 0 1 Reserve

1 1 1 0 Reserve

1 1 1 1 Transfer text 1) 2) Text is transferred

1) For these tasks, to make them completely clear, the value is required which is located in the IND value in the net data block, refer to Section 4.2.2.
2) These IDs are only valid for the USS protocol. The IDs are not available in the cyclic response IDs of the PROFIBUS profile /1/.

Table 4.2: Response IDs



Relationship between the issued t ask and the associated res ponse

Task ID Response ID
(positive)

If tasks cannot be executed, the task receiver
sends the response ID "task cannot be executed"
and transfers the appropriate error ID in the
parameter value (PWE):

ID Function ID Function

0 0 0 0 No task 0 0 0 0 No response Error ID Description

0 0 0 1 Request PWE 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

Transfers PWE (word)
Transfers PWE (double word)

0 illegal PNU

0 0 1 0 Change PWE (word) 0 0 0 1 Transfers PWE (word) 1 Parameter cannot be changed
0 0 1 1 Change PWE (double word) 0 0 1 0 Transfers PWE (double word) 2 Lower or upper value limit

violated
0 1 0 0 Request PBE element 0 0 1 1 Transfers PBE element
0 1 0 1 Change PBE element 0 0 1 1 Transfers PBE element 3 erroneous IND
0 1 1 0 Request PWE (array) 0 1 0 0 Transfers PWE (array word) 4 No array

0 1 0 1 Transfers PWE (array double
word)

5 incorrect data type

0 1 1 1 Change PWE (array word) 0 1 0 0 Transfers PWE (array word) 6 Setting not permitted
1 0 0 0 Change PWE (array double word) 0 1 0 1 Transfers PWE (array double

word)
7 Descriptive element not be

changed
1 0 0 1 Request number of array

elements
0 1 1 0 Transfers the number of array

elements
: :

1 0 1 1 Change PWE (array double word)
and store in the EEPROM

0 1 0 1 Transfers PWE (array double
word)

100 Reserved

1 1 0 0 Change PWE (array word) and
store in the EEPROM

0 1 0 0 Transfers PWE (array word) > 100 Error IDs greater than 100 can
be assigned for a specific
converter.

1 1 0 1 Change PWE (double word) and
store in the EEPROM

0 0 1 0 Transfers PWE (double word) Error IDs 0 to 100 are the same as the error IDs
of the PROFIBUS profile "variable-speed drives"
/1/.

1 1 1 0 Change PWE (word) and store in
the EEPROM

0 0 0 1 Transfers PWE (word) Additional defined error numbers are documented
in /1/.

1 1 1 1 Request or change text 1 1 1 1 Transfers text Error IDs, stored in a unit, can be taken from the
Instruction Manual

1 0 1 0 Reserve 0 1 1 1 Task cannot be executed

Table 4.3: Task ID and associated response IDs
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Task / response processing

The task / response processing defines the timing and functional sequence of data transfer for the PKW
interface between the master and the slaves.

• A task or a response for the PKW interface consists of information for the task ID, the parameter
number, parameter index and the parameter value. If individual information is not required, then these
are preset with 0.

• One task or one  response always only refers to one parameter value (exception: Index value 255).

• The master can only issue one task to an interface and it must wait for the appropriate response ID.
The master must repeat its task as long as it waits for the response ID!

• The task must be completely transmitted in one telegram; split task telegrams are not permitted. The
same is true for the response!

• Each task change signifies a new task, which must have an associated response. The task ID "no
task" should be handled the same as for any other task ID and must be responded to with the
response ID "no response"!

• If information is not required from the PKW interface in the cyclic mode (only PZD data are important),
then the "no task" task must be issued.

• If there are considerable periods of time between the cyclic telegram sequence and the response in
the drive converter, the response to "old task" is transmitted in the transition phase between "old task"
and "new task" until the "new task" is identified and the associated response can be issued.
For responses which contain parameter values, the slave always responds with the actual value
when the response telegram is repeated.

• When communications are first established between the master and slave (the first time that the slave
responds), the slave can, in the transition phase in which a response is being prepared in the
converter, only respond with the ID "no response".

• If the master does not receive a response ID to his task from the addressed slave, then the master
must respond appropriately.

• If the master does not have the parameter change rights, all change and EEPROM tasks from the
drive converter are not processed, and are responded to with the ID "no parameter change rights". All
read tasks are processed.

• The slave does not expect an acknowledgement from the master that the response has been
received.

• Identification of the response to a task issued by the master:
The master can identify the correct response in the response telegram by evaluating the response ID
(Table 4.2), the parameter number (PNU) and if required, the value in IND.

• Identifying a new task in the slave:
Every task, which is generated by the master after a valid response for the old task has been
received, is identified as a new task.

• The master transmits a broadcast telegram,
it is not permissible that the slaves send a response telegram to the master as result of this broadcast
telegram.
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4.2.1.2. Parameter change report

Bit No. 11 is defined as toggle bit in the PKE for processing parameter change reports. A slave sends a
parameter change report to the master when a parameter value (PWE) is changed, if this change is not realized
via the interface which is used for communications between the master and slave.

All parameters are defined (PBE) as either active or passive parameter using a bit, so that a parameter change
report is not sent at each parameter value change. This bit is included in the description in the "ID" element
(refer to Fig. 6.1). A parameter change report is only sent when the PWE changes for active parameters!

The following processing mechanism is executed for a parameter change report:
The standard task / response sequence, as described in Section 4.2.1.1, is immediately interrupted by the slave
by transmitting, in the response telegram, the response ID "parameter change report" (IDs 9,10,11 and 12 from
Table 4.2) with the appropriate parameter number (PNU) and the changed parameter value (PWE).
Simultaneously, the slave changes the parameter change report toggle bit (No. 11), and in so doing, the slave
indicates that the available parameter change report is new for the master. The parameter change report is
transmitted to the master until the master acknowledges that the parameter change report has been definitely
received by changing the toggle bit (bit 11). After this, the slave continuous with the interrupted response
processing , or it transmits the next available parameter change report. This means, that if several parameter
change reports are available, the next parameter change report can only be sent after the previous parameter
change report has been acknowledged.

Changing all p arameter values in an array:

If all values of a parameter array are changed using a telegram via an interface (index low byte = 255), and if
only fixed telegram lengths are possible at a second interface, only the appropriate response ID (AK 9 to 12),
the parameter number and the index low byte = 255 are transferred as parameter change report via this
interface. In this case, the changed parameter values are not  transferred.
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Example:

Data transfer between the master and slave when two parameter change reports are present (SPM 1, SPM 2);
bit 11  of the parameter ID is observed (in brackets):

Master
Bit 11 in PKE

Slave

SPM 1 present, bit No. 11 in the
response telegram is set from
0 to 1  (toggled)

Identifies a change in bit 11
from the previous task telegram
 -> SPM 2 can only be sent.

Bit 11, from 1 to 0 in the
response telegram

Identifies a change in bit 11
from the previous task  ->  
response to task 2 is sent.

Identifies  SPM 1, and sets 
bit 11 in the task telegram
from 0 to 1

Is not received

Identifies SPM 2, and sets

Bit 11 in the task telegram
from 1 to 0

Task 1 (0)

Response 1(0)

Task 2 (0)

(1) SPM 1

(Task 2)
(1)SPM 1 acknowledged

SPM 2(0)

Task 2 (1)

SPM 2(0)

(Task 2)
(0)SPM 2 acknowledged

(0) Response 2

Fig. 4.5: Data sequence for parameter change reports
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4.2.1.3 Parameter number (PNU)

The parameter number (PNU) is contained in bits 0 to 10 in the parameter ID (PKE). The assignment of a
function / significance to a PNU (e. g. the integral-action time TN for the armature current is stored under
parameter number P156 for 6RA24 SIMOREG K), is dependent on the drive converters and must be taken from
the relevant Instruction Manual.

4.2.2. Index (IND)

PKE IND PWE

No: 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Low byte: 0  to 255

High byte bits 10 to 15:
Drive converter-specific

High byte bit 8 and bit 9: Read
and write text extension

x x x x x x x xx x x x x x x x

Fig. 4.6: Index structure

Using the IND for the task / response ID from Section  4.2.1.1.

The index is used for the following tasks:

• Reading and writing the parameter description
• Reading and writing values which are located in an array (= one-dimensional field)
• Reading and writing texts

In all other cases, bits 0 to 9 are set to logical 0.

The drive converter-specific bits 10 to 15 may only be evaluated by drive converters, which are defined for
these bits. For drive converters, where no function is stored under bits 10 to 15, then the bits are set to logical
0. The master must take this into account when issuing tasks to the appropriate slaves.
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Task ID (master → slave):
• Reading and writing the parameter description
• Reading and writing values from an array

Index low byte: 0 - 254

PKE IND

Task ID bit:
15 14 13 12

Function Low byte Function

0 1 0 0 Request PBE element y (< 254) Read the yth element

0 1 0 1 Change PBE element y (< 254) Change the yth element

0 1 1 0 Request PWE (array) y (< 254) Read the parameter value
from the yth position in the
array

0 1 1 1 Change PWE (array word) y (< 254) Write the PWE in single word
format to the yth position in
the array

1 0 0 0 Change PWE (array double
word)

y (< 254) Write the PWE in double-word
format to the yth position in
the array

1 1 0 0 Change PWE (array word) and
store in the EEPROM

y (< 254) Write the PWE (word) to the
yth position in the array in the
EEPROM

1 0 1 1 Change PWE (array double
word) and store in the EEPROM

y (< 254) Write the PWE (double word)
to the yth position in the array
in the EEPROM

Table 4.4: Task ID and index for indexed parameters

Index low byte: 255

The index low byte = 255 has a special significance. For this index value, the task is referred to the complete
array or the complete parameter description.
Error-free processing of such a task assumes that the system has been parameterized for a variable telegram
length (PKW_ANZ = 127).
If the length (in words) of a parameter description or an array exceeds the maximum possible length of the
PKW area, refer to Section  4.1.2, then the task should be responded to with response ID 7 (task cannot be
executed), and an error message (= error number).
The procedure is the same, if the low byte = 255, parameterized for fixed telegram length.
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Task ID (master → slave)

• Reading and writing a text (^ text element)

Only valid for SIMOVERT Master Drives

Texts are structured in the drive converter according to the PROFIBUS-profile definitions "variable-speed
drives" /1/. Further, for SIMOVERT Master Drives, an extension over /1/ is defined, which allows, for an indexed
parameter (= array), both a text field with text elements for each index, as well as a text field with text elements,
for each parameter value, can be stored. According to /1/, it is only possible that only one text field can exist for
a parameter. In order to be able to read or write these text elements, or to be able to select which of the two
text fields is to be addressed, the high byte in the index (IND) is used.

Error-free processing with task ID always requires parameterization for a variable telegram length (PKW_ANZ =
127). If a fixed telegram length is parameterized for this task, then it must be also responded to with response
ID 7 and error number.

Index low byte: 1 - 254 and index high byte, bits 8 and 9

PKE IND
Task ID
bit:
15 14 13 12

Function Index
high byte
Bit No.:

9      8

Index
low byte

Note

1 1 1 1 Reads the yth text element in a
text field which exists for
parameters, data type:
- Array
- Unsigned 8/16/32
- V2

0      0 1 < y < 254 The yth text element is
described in /1/
Section 5.1.2.4.

1 1 1 1 Writes the yth text element in the
text field which exists for data
types:
- Array
- Unsigned 8/16/32
- V2

0       1 1 < y < 254 "as above"

Table 4.5: Task ID and index when reading and writing texts

Contents of the text elements for parameters, data type:

• Array: Text, which describes the significance of the individual array indices.

• Unsigned 8/16/32: Text, which describes the significance of the individual parameter values of this 
parameter.

• V2: Text, which describes the significance of the bit values "0" and "1" of every bit in the V2 parameter.

Index low byte: 255

The special setting, low byte = 255, has no significance! A task so issued must be responded to with response
ID 7 and error number.
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A "second" additional text field is defined for parameters, data type array, in which text elements are stored,
which describe the significance of the individual parameter values.

PKE IND

Task ID bit:
15 14 13 12

Function Index
high byte

Bit No.:

9     8

Index
low byte

Note

1 1 1 1 Reads the yth text element from
the "second" text field to a
parameter, data type array.

1     0 1 < y < 254 y = parameter value+1

1 1 1 1 Writes the yth text element from
the "second" text field to a
parameter, data type array.

1     1 1 < y < 254 y = parameter value+1

Table 4.6: Task ID and index when reading and writing the text elements of an array

Task ID (master → slave)

Index high byte, bits 10-15:

These bits can be used converter-specific, and must be described in the associated Instruction Manual of the
drive converter. "0" should be sent as default value for drive converters, which do not use these bits.

Converter family Significance of bits 0-15

SIMOVERT P 6SE21

Micro Master

SIMOVERT P 6SE12 /6SE35 with
communications board C51/61

SIMOVERT K 6RA24

SIMOREG K 6RA23

SIMOVERT Master Drives

SIMOVERT PM

SIMOVERT P 6SE48

None

None

None

None

None

None

Addressing the infeed unit and the inverter

Characteristic number

Table 4.7: Significance of the converter-specific bits 10 to 15 in the index
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Response ID (slave → master):

PKE IND

Response ID
bit:
15 14 13 12

Function Index
low byte

Function

0 0 1 1 Transfer PBE element y (≤ 254) Transfer yth element

255 Transfer complete PBE

0 1 0 0 Transfer PWE (array word) y (≤ 254 Transfer the PWE, which is
located at the yth position in
the array (word format)

255 Transfer the complete array
(word format)

0 1 0 1 Transfer PWE (array double
word)

y (≤ 254) As above, only  PWE as
double word

255 Transfer complete array
(double word format)

1 0 1 1 Parameter change report (array
word)

y (≤ 254) Transfer a changed PWE as
word format with a parameter
change report, whereby PWE
is located at the yth position in
an array

255 Transfer complete array, if
variable telegram length is
active with this interface

1 1 0 0 Parameter change report (array
double word)

y (≤ 254) As above, only PWE as
double word format

255 Transfer complete array, if
variable telegram length is
active at this interface

Table 4.8: Response ID and index for indexed parameters

Transfer response ID for text element, SIMOVERT Master Drives:

PKE IND

Response ID
bit:
15 14 13 12

Function Index
high byte

Bit No.:

9     8

Index
low byte

Function

1 1 1 1 Transfer text element x     x 1 < y < 254 Transfer text elements
according to the
particular task

Table 4.9: Response ID and index when reading and writing texts

Note: x: 0 or 1, depending on the particular task.
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4.2.3. Parameter value (PWE)

PKE IND PWE 1

Bit-Nr.: 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

PWE 2

High-Byte Low-Byte

Fig. 4.7: Structure, parameter value

The assignment of PWE is dependent on the particular task, respective of the associated response.

Task telegram (master → slave)

PKE PWE Length of the PKW range in
the net data block

Task ID
bit:
15 14 13 12

Function Contents Fixed

(min.)

Variable
necessary

0 0 0 0 No task x ^ not assigned 3 words

0 0 0 1 Request PWE x 3 words

0 0 1 0 Change PWE (words) Value 3 words -

0 0 1 1 Change PWE (double word) PWE 1 = high word
PWE2 = low word

4 words

0 1 0 0 Request PBE element x 3 words / 4words Yes, if

0 1 0 1 Change PBE element PBE element 3 words / 4 words index low
byte = 255

0 1 1 0 Request PWE (array) x 3 words Yes, if

0 1 1 1 Change PWE (array word) Value 3 words index low
byte = 255

1 0 0 0 Change PWE (array double
word)

PWE 1 = high word
PWE 2 = low word

4 words Yes, if
index low
byte = 255

1 0 0 1 Request number of array
elements

x 3 words -

1 1 0 0 Store changed value (array
word) in the EEPROM

Value 3 words Yes, if
index low
byte = 255

1 1 0 1 Store changed value (double
word) in the EEPROM

PWE 1 = high word
PWE 2 = low word

4 words

1 1 1 0 Store changed value (word) in
the EEPROM

Value 3 words -

1 1 1 1 Request or change text - X = for "request"
- text element:
  for "change"

No Yes

Table 4.10: Parameter block length in the task telegram
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Response telegram (slave → master)

PKE PWE Length of the PKW range in
the net data block

Response ID
bit:
15 14 13 12

Function Contents Fixed

(min.)

Variable
required

0 0 0 0 No response x ^ not assigned 3 words -

0 0 0 1 Transfer PWE (word) Value 3 words -

0 0 1 0 Transfer PWE (double word) PWE 1 = high word
PWE 2 = low word

4 words -

0 0 1 1 Transfer PBE element
IND <  254 Element

3 words /
4 words

-

IND =  255 All elements No Yes

0 1 0 0 Transfer PWE (array word)
IND = y

Value (word) from
the yth position in the
array

3 words
Yes, if
index low
byte = 255

0 1 0 1 Transfer PWE (array double
word)
IND = y

Value (double word)
from the yth position
in the array

4 words
Yes, if
index low
byte = 255

0 1 1 0 Transfer the number of array
elements

Number of array
elements

3 words -

0 1 1 1 Task cannot be executed Error number 3 words -

1 0 0 0 No PKW change rights x 3 words -

1 0 0 1 Parameter change report
(word)

Value (word) 3 words -

1 0 1 0 Parameter change report
(double word)

Value (double word) 4 words -

1 0 1 1 Parameter change report
(array word)
IND = y

Value (word) from
the yth position in the
array

3 words -

1 1 0 0 Parameter change report
(array double word)
IND = y

Value (double word)
from the yth position
in the array

4 words -

1 1 1 1 Transfer text Text elements No Yes

Table 4.11:  Length of the parameter block in the response telegram

Note:

If PKW_ANZ  is set to 4, word formats are sent in the low word (PWE2). In this case, the high word (PWE1) is
0.

If PKW_ANZ is set to 127 (variable length), word formats are sent in PWE1, double-word formats in PWE1
(high word) and PWE2 (low word).
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5. PZD area
The process data (PZD) area is independent of the PKW area of the second section in the net data block.

5.1. Structure of the PZD area

The PZD-area structure is always the same as far as the sequence of its elements (^ words), and only differs
from the standard structure by the number of transferred setpoints / actual values.

Standard structure:

PZD1 PZD2 PZD3

1 word 1 word 1 word

PZD16

1 word

Max. 16 words

Min. 0 words, i. e. no PZD area in the net data block

Fig. 5.1: Structure of the process data area PZD

PZD1 PZD2 PZD3 ... PZD16

Task telegram
(master → slave)

Control word Main setpoint Setpoints /
supplementary control
words

Response telegram
(slave → master)

Status word Main actual value 1) Actual values 1) /
supplementary status
words

Table 5.1: Structure of the process data area PZD

Note:

The received PZD must always be processed with high priority in the master and slave. PZD processing has
priority over PKW processing, and always transfers the most current data available at the interface.

1) The setpoint-actual value assignment can be selected as required, i. e. for example, the speed setpoint is
transferred in the task telegram in PZD2, then the speed actual value can be signaled back in the
response telegram in PZD2 (this makes sense from a technological perspective), or also a different
actual value such as torque actual value, position actual value or current actual value.
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5.2. Descript ion of the individual PZD el ements

5.2.1. The control word and status word

The control and status words are identical with the definition from the PROFIBUS "drive technology" profile /1/.

No.: 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Refer to tables

status word
Control

actual value
Main setpoint-

Fig. 5.2: Structure of the control- and status word

The control and status words, which are specified by a high-level automation system via the "USS bus"
correspond exactly, for bits 0 to 10, to the definitions which are specified for transmission via the PROFIBUS, in
the "variable-speed drives" profile /2/. The other remaining bits are assigned, converter-specific.
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Control word (bits 0 to bit 2)

Bit Value Significance Co mments

0 1 ON Ready; voltage available at the converter, i. e. main contactor in (if
available); the field is established; if progression is not realized
within a delay time, which can be parameterized (tdelay), then the
"switch-on inhibit" status is entered.
tdelay = 0 ... 20 min, 20 min is interpretted as being infinite

Converter-specific:
Version 1: Field is established (standstill field);

pulses are inhibited

Version 2: DC link is charged; inverter pulses are inhibited.

Version 3: Rectifier and inverter pulses are inhibited,
                       commutating capacitors are not charged, nor
                       post-charged

Version 4: Field-, rectifier- and inverter pulses are inhibited.

0 OFF 1 Shutdown (depending on the status of control word bits 0,1 and 2
return to the status "switch-on inhibit", "not ready to switch-on" or
"ready to switch-on"); deceleration along the ramp-function
generator ramp, or at the DC link voltage limit;
at n/f = 0 and I = 0, supply is disconnected: Main contactor out (if
available)

1 1 Operating condition All "OFF 2" commands are canceled.

0 OFF 2 Voltage disconnected:
Converter-specific:
Version 1: Shift pulses to the firing angle limit αmax; inhibit
                       pulses at I =0.

Version 2: Inhibit pulses.

Version 3: Shift pulses to the firing angle limit αmax; inhibit
                       the rectifier and inverter pulses at I = 0.
Version 4: As version 3, additionally excitation and excitation
                       contactor out.
The main contactor is then switched-out (if available) and the drive
goes into the switch-on inhibit condition; the motor coasts down.

2 1 Operating condition All "OFF3" commands are canceled.

0 OFF 3 Fast stop, if necessary cancel operating inhibit, fast as possible
deceleration, e. g. along the current limit or at the DC link limit at
n/f = 0; inhibit rectifier pulses, then the power is disconected
(contactor out) and the drive goes into the switch-on inhibit
condition.

Table 5.2: Assignment of control word bits 0 to 2
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Control word (bit 3 to bit 7)

Bit Value Significance Co mments

3 1 Enable operation Enable electronics + pulses
Converter-specific:
Version 1: Enable excitation.
Version 2: If configured, de-energization time delay then the 

inverter pulses are enabled and the excitation 
current impressed

Version 3: If configured, de-energization time delay, then the r
rectifier and inverter pulses are enabled.
Commutating capacitors pre-charge.

Version 4: Pulses enabled for rotor positioning, then the 
rectifier and converter pulses are enabled.
The drive then accelerates to the setpoint.

0 Inhibit operation Converter-specific:
Version 1: Shift pulses to the firing angle limit αmax; inhibit 

pulses at I = O, and set excitation to the standstill 
excitation level.

Version 2: Inhibit inverter pulses.

Version 3: Shift rectifier pulses to the firing angle limit αmax; 
inhibit rectifier and inverter pulses at I = 0.

Version 4: Shift the rectifier pulses to the firing angle limit α
max; inhibit rectifier, inverter and excitation pulses 
at I = 0.

The drive coasts down (ramp-function generator to 0, or tracking)
and the drive goes into the "ready" status (refer to the control word,
bit 0).

4 1 Operating condition

0 Inhibit ramp-function
generator

Ramp-function generator output is set to 0. The main contactor
remains in, the converter is not isolated from the supply, drive
decelerates along the current limit or at the DC link limit.

5 1 Enable ramp-
function generator

0 Hold ramp-function
generator

The setpoint from the ramp-function generator is held.

6 1 Enable setpoint Selected value at the input of the ramp-function generator is
switched-in.

0 Inhibit setpoint Selected value at the input of the ramp-function generator is set to
0.

7 1 Acknowledge Group signal is acknowledged at the rising edge; converter is in the
"fault" condition until the fault is removed, and then goes into the
"switch-on inhibit" condition.

0 No significance

Table 5.3: Assignment of control word bits 3 to 7
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Control word (bit 8 to bit 15)

Bit Value Significance Co mments

8 1) 1 Inching 1
ON

Prerequisite: Operation is enabled and n (set) = 0.
Drive accelerates as fast as possible to inching setpoint 1

0 Inching 1
OFF

Drive brakes as fast as possible, if "inching 1" was previously ON,
and goes into the condition "operation enabled" at n/f = 0 and I = 0"

9 1) 1 Inching 2
ON

Prerequisite: Operation is enabled and n (set) = 0.
Drive accelerates as fast as possible to inching setpoint 2

0 Inching 2
OFF

Drive brakes as fast as possible, if "inching 2" was previously ON,
and goes into "operation enabled" at n/f = 0 and I = 0

10 1 Control from the
PLC

Control via interface, process data valid

0 No control Process data invalid, i. e. the "old" process data are retained

11-15 Converter-specific Significance not specified

Table 5.4: Assignment of control word bits 8 to 15

1) The assignment of the inching function to bits 8 and 9 is optional.

Explanations:

AG PLC SM Synchronous motor
ASM Induction motor SPM Parameter change report
ER Excitation UZK DC link
GR Rectifier WR Inverter
HLG Ramp-function generator
αmax Max. firing angle

Version 1: DC converter
Version 2: PWN voltage-source DC link converter
Version 3: Current-source DC link converter with induction motor
Version 4: Current-source DC link converter with synchronous motor (converter-fed motor)
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Status word (bit 0 to bit 7)

Bit Value Significance Co mments

0 1 Ready to switch-on Power supply switched-on,
electronics initialized,
main contactor, if available, dropped-out,
pulses inhibited

0 Not ready to switch-
on

1 1 Ready Refer to control word, bit 0

0 Not ready

2 1 Operation enabled Refer to control word, bit 3

0 Operation inhibited

3 1 Fault Drive faulted and thus non-operational, goes into the switch-on
inhibit status after acknowledgement if the fault has been removed.
Fault numbers are located in the fault parameters

0 Fault-free

4 1 No OFF 2

0 OFF 2 "OFF 2" command available

5 1 No OFF 3

0 OFF 3 "OFF 3" command available

6 1 Switch-on inhibit Re-closure only using "OFF 1" and then "ON"

0 No switch-on inhibit

7 1 Alarm Drive operational again; alarm in the maintenance-service
parameter; no acknowledgement

0 No alarm No alarm present or alarm has disappeared.

Table 5.5: Assignment of the status word bits 0 to 7
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Status word (bit 8 to bit 15)

Bit Value Significance Co mments

8 1 Setpoint-actual
value monitoring in
the tolerance range

Actual value within a tolerance bandwidth; dynamic violations
permissible for t < tmax, e. g.
n = nset ± n,
f = fset ± f, etc.
tmax can be parameterized

0 Not in the tolerance
range

9 1 Control requested The automation system is requested to take control.

0 Local operation Control is only possible at the converter

10 1 f or n reached Actual value > comparison value (setpoint), which can be set via
the parameter number

0 f/n fallen below Actual value < comparison value

11-15 Converter-specific Significance is not specified

Table 5.6: Assignment of status word bits 8 to 15
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5.2.2. Setpoints / actual values

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

status word
Control-

main actual value
Main setpoint

Bit No.:

Fig. 5.3: Structure of the main setpoint and main actual value

Transfer of normalized setpoints and actual values. The normalization is dependent on the significance of the
value and the particular converter type.

Bit No.: 15 8 0

status word
Control

main actual value
Main setpoint-

7

Fig. 5.4: Assignment of additional setpoints and actual values as well as, if necessary, additional control- and status words.

5.2.3. Broadcast mechanism

For SIMOVERT Master Drives, a mechanism has been defined for transferring process data, which allows the
master to simultaneously transfer control word (s) and setpoints for all drives connected at the bus, in a
telegram. Using masking, it is possible to define which setpoints and which control word bits should actually be
influenced by the broadcast telegram. The masking is always sent in the particular broadcast telegram. In this
case, a fixed length of 4 words is always used in the PKW area. This means, that "standard" PKW processing is
not possible for the broadcast telegram. A detailed description of the broadcast mechanism is included in the
Appendix.
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6. Data transfer format for the net data
For net data, which consist of more than one byte, for data transfer via the bus, the most significant part is first
transferred. This definition is identical with that for the transfer of net data via PROFIBUS. The following are
valid:

Transfer of word formats:
The high byte is always transferred before the low byte
This is valid for all 16-bit data types: e. g. V2, unsigned 16, integer 16, etc. (refer to /1/)

Transfer of double-word formats:
A high word is always transferred before a low word. When transferring high and low words, the following data
transfer regulations apply for word formats.
This is valid for all 32-bit data types: e. g. unsigned 32, integer 32, floating point, etc. (refer to /1/)

Transfer of byte formats:
In this case, there is no particular sequence. Data is transferred in the same sequence that it is stored in the
converter "internal memory".
This is valid for data, type: Byte string (= octet string, according to /1/)

Transfer of texts:
Texts are comprised of individual characters. Each character has a byte format. There is no particular sequence
for transferring the individual characters. The characters are transferred in the sequence in which they are
stored in the converter "internal memory".
The data type for text characters is the visible string, refer to /1/.

The data transfer syntax is explained in the following example using the parameter description.
According to PROFIBUS profile /1/, a parameter description belongs to each converter parameter. The
parameter description itself consists of several elements, e. g. the ID, normalization etc.. Depending on the
converter degree of expansion, the parameter description is either completely or only partially present.
Structure, scope and significance of the parameter description are explained in detail in /1/.
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The complete parameter description of a parameter is illustrated in Fig. 6.1, as this is stored in the converter
"internal memory". The example selected here shows how data is stored for SIMOVERT master drives. Data is
stored in the converter conforming to the "intel" format, which means, that for example, a word, data type
"unsigned 16" that the least significant byte is stored in the least significant address.

Data type
High byte Low byte

Element No.

V2

Unsigned 16

Floating Point
Fraction 2     - 2 -23Fraction 2     - 2 -15

Exponent Fraction 2     - 2 - 7

Conversion index Parameter indexByte-String 2

Byte-String 4
PasswordAccess group

Access rights Access rights

1. Text characters 2. Text characters

15. Text characters16. Text characters

Visible-String

As for parameter value

As for parameter value

V2

1

2

3

4

1)

1)  1st  text character from the left in a display 

-16-8  

- 1

ID

Number of array elements

Normalization

Parameter attribut

Access rights

Text

Upper limit

ID extension

Lower lim it

5

6

7

8

10

Fig. 6.1: Complete parameter description structure in the "internal memory" for SIMOVERT master drives

The individual elements  of the parameter description are highlighted in Fig. 6.1. The appropriate data type of
the particular element is shown on the left hand side. The element number in the parameter description is
shown on the right hand side.

The parameter description transfer via the bus is illustrated in Fig. 6.2.
The parameter description can be read with the task "request PBE", refer to Table 4.1 in Section 4.2.1.1 from
the master. In order to read the complete parameter description, the low byte must be set to 255 in IND; refer to
Section 4.2.2. In order to be able to read only one  element of the parameter description, the element number
must be set in the low byte of IND. The "ID" element is number 1, the element "number of array element" is
reserved for number 2, ..., number 9, the element "ID extension" is number 10 (also refer to Section 8, example
4). The slave transfers the parameter description in the PKW area of the net data telegram. If the PKW area
length (in words) is defined to be less than (refer to Section 3) the length of the element to be transferred, the
task is responded to by the slave with the negative response ID "task cannot be executed" (Table 4.2). Only the
parameter description is shown in Fig. 6.2; the other net data components are not illustrated.
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The data transfer sequence is shown in Fig. 6.2 from top to bottom. This means, that at first, the high byte of
the ID is transferred, followed by the low byte etc.

High byte

Low byte

ID

High byte

Low byte

Number of  

array elements

Normalization

Expon.

-7

Frac. -2
-15

Frac. -2
-23

Quantity attribute

Parameter index

Conversion index

Access rights

Password

Access group

Access rights

Access rights

Name

1. Text character

2. Text character

16. Text character

Lower limit value

Upper limit value

ID extension

High byte

High byte

High byte

Low byte

Low byte

Low byte

Frac. -2

Fig. 6.2: Transfer sequence of the parameter description via the bus
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7. Configuring the protocol on the bus system
As already explained in the introduction, it is possible to configure communications between master and slaves
with a fixed or variable telegram length.

Fixed telegram length

When configuring communications with the USS protocol for a fixed telegram length this means:

• The following is valid for communications between the master and a slave:
The task- and response telegrams have the same length, i. e. the same length regarding the PKW-
and PZD areas.

• This length must be set before the bus system is first commissioned, and may not be changed during
operation.

• A fixed telegram length means that the net data block has a fixed size.

• The net data block size is set using two parameters, refer to Section 3.1.
The size of the PKW area (in words) is set via parameter "PKW_ANZ", if PKW_ANZ is set to 3, the
PKW area in the net data block always takes-up 3 words. The size of the PZD area (words) is
appropriately set via parameter PZD_ANZ.
For example, if PZD_ANZ = 2, then the PZD area takes-up 2 words in the net data block.

• If the master issues a task which should have a response as result, which would extend beyond the
selected size of the PKW area, this task must be responded to with the response ID "task cannot be
executed".

Example:For PKW_ANZ = 3, the task "request PWE (double word)" cannot be executed. In this case,
PKW_ANZ must be set to 4.

• Before setting the size of the net data block, it must be defined, which tasks are to be issued by the
master. Based on this, the PKW area size must be defined. This means, that if double-word
processing is used, then before first commissioning, the PKW area must be set to 4 words, even if
mostly single-word processing is used.
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Variable telegram length

Data transfer between master and slave with variable telegram length means:

• Variable telegram length from the master to the slave (task telegram) and
• Variable telegram length from the slave to the master (response telegram).

The following conditions apply:

Variable telegram length = variable PKW-area length (PKW-ANZ = 127)

• The PZD area (process data) must always be the same size for the task- and response telegram. This
means, that the slave expects and transmits, independently of the actual parameterization of the PKW
area, the number of process data, defined in parameter PZD_ANZ.

• For parameterization with variable telegram length in the slave, the "length byte" LGE in the telegram
frame must always be evaluated. With this information, and with the fixed parameterization of the
process data (parameter PZD_ANZ), the length of the received, variable task telegram can be clearly
defined.

• An appropriate program on the master side must also be conceived, so that the variable response
telegram from the slave can be identified and evaluated error-free. Due to the selected tasks, as well
as information regarding the settings of the parameters of the individual slaves, the master knows
whether the addressed slave responds with a variable telegram.

• From the configuring, it is possible, that slaves, which are parameterized with fixed - and slaves with
variable telegram length, can communicate with a master via the same bus. However, this can result
in increased software costs in the master.

• PKW-area structure
For a variable telegram length, only the data which are actually necessary for the particular task or
response, are transferred.
Example:
Master: Task, request text element y →

PKW area: PKE, IND, PWE 1 (minimum 3 words)
Slave: Transfer response, text element y (16 characters)

PKW area: PKE, IND, PWE 1, PWE 2... PWE 8

• Monitoring the telegram failures
It is difficult to set an optimum telegram failure time in the slave when configuring variable telegram
length. This is even more critical, the more varied the possible task versions from the master to the
slaves.
Under worst case conditions (low baud rate, high number of nodes, long variable telegrams), the
telegram failure time must be inactivated in the slaves.
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8. Examples

8.1. Fixed telegram length

Example 1: Transferring two words of pro cess data (control word / status word, set point / actual value)

• Parameterization
PKW_ANZ = 0
PZD_ANZ = 2

• Task for PKW interface not possible

• Only PZD area with control word / status word and a setpoint / actual value in the telegram

Task telegram:

STX LGE ADR Control
word

Main
setpoint

BCC

Telegram frame

PZD1 PZD2

Net data

Response teleg ram:

STX LGE ADR Status
word

Main 
actual value BCC

Fig. 8.1: Telegram structure to example 1

Example 2: Transferring from a p arameter (word format) and 2 words of process data

• Parameterization
PKW_ANZ = 3
PZD_ANZ = 2

• Task: Read value from parameter No. 52 (decimal); value = 4000 word format as hexadecimal 
value)

• Continuous transfer of the control / and status word and main setpoint / actual value.

Task telegram:

STX LGE ADR Control
word

Main
setpoint

BCC

PZD1 PZD2

1 52 0

PWEINDPNUAK

PKE

x

x ^ unassigned, not relevant!

Response telegram:

STX LGE ADR Status
word

Actual value BCC

PZD1 PZD2

1 52 0 4000

PWEINDPNUAK

PKE

H

Fig. 8.2: Telegram structure to example 2
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Example 3: Erroneous parameter read task
As for example 2, however
• Task: Read complete parameter description to parameter P 52

Task telegram:

STX LGE ADR Control
word Setpoint BCC

PZD1 PZD2

4 52 0

PWEINDPNUAK

PKE

255 x

Response telegram:

STX LGE ADR  Status
word Actual value BCC

PZD1 PZD2

7 52 0

PWEINDPNUAK

PKE

255 101

Not possible with fixed telegram length

Note: This error number must be,
for example, implemented in the converter;
is not a standard error code)

Response ID:

Task cannot be executed.

Error code

E. g. converter -dependent error number:

Fig. 8.3: Telegram structure to example 3

Example 4: Reading an el ement from the parameter description

As for example 2, however
• Task: Read "lower limit value" element (element No. 7) from the parameter description to parameter 

52. Lower limit value = 5FFFH.

Task telegram:

STX LGE ADR Control
word

Main
setpoint

BCC

PZD1 PZD2

4 52 0

PWEINDPNUAK

PKE

x7

x ^ unassigned, not relevant!

Response telegram:

STX LGE ADR Status
word Actual value BCC

PZD1 PZD2

4 52 0 5FFF

PWEINDPNUAK

PKE

H7

Fig. 8.4: Telegram structure to example 4
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Example 5: Writing a double word p arameter into a parameter field

• Fixed telegram length:
PKW_ANZ = 4
PZD_ANZ = 0

• Task: Writing a value (double word) = 4000 0000 (hex) to parameter No. 4 at the 2nd position of the 
uni-dimensional field, stored under PNU = 4 (= array).

• No PZD data in the telegram

Task telegram:

STX LGE ADR BCC8 4 2

PWE1INDPNUAK

PKE

4000H 0000H

PWE2

Response telegram:

STX LGE ADR BCC5 4 2

PWE1INDPNUAK

PKE

4000H 0000H

PWE2

Fig. 8.5: Telegram structure to example 5

Example 6: Parameter in a s ingle word fo rmat for 4 words PKW

As for example 5, however
• Task: Writing a value (word format) = 7000 (hex) to parameter No. 18.

Task telegram:

STX LGE ADR BCC2 18 0

PWE1INDPNUAK

PKE

0 7000H

PWE2

Response telegram:

STX LGE ADR BCC1 18 0

PWE1INDPNUAK

PKE

0 7000H

PWE2

Fig. 8.6: Telegram structure to example 6
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8.2. Variable telegram length

Examples for SIMOVERT Master Drives

Example 7: Read a text from a text array which belongs to p arameter 7.

P 7 is "unsigned 16" data type (^ 02) and has a value range from 1 to 10. P 7 has a text field, where every
parameter value is assigned a "16 character" text element. Text field index = parameter value +1 (syntax
according to /1/).

• Parameterization
Slave:PKW_ANZ = 127

PZD_ANZ = 0

• Task   Read text element to parameter value 2 of P7

3rd text element: 300 BAUD

(According to /1/, always 16 characters)

Task telegram:

STX LGE ADR BCC15 7 0

INDPNUAK

PKE

3 x

PWE

Response telegram:

STX LGE ADR

BCC

15 7

PNUAK

PKE

3

IND PWE1 PWE2

B

PWE3

DU

PWE4 PWE5

0 A3 0 0

Fig. 8.7: Telegram structure to example 7
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Example 8: Writing and reading text el ements, indexed parameters (array)

The example parameter P 9 is an "array unsigned 16" data type (field with 02 types) with indices 1, 2 and 3.
Each index has a value range between 1 and 20. The significance of the particular value range is the same for
all indices.

2 text fields exist for this parameter:

• "first“ text field contains the significance of the indices
• "second“ text field contains the significance of the parameter values

The indices, which must be specified in the task telegram, are determined differently for the two fields:

• "first“ text fieldindex of the text filed = index of the parameter array
• "second“ text field index of the test field = parameter value + 1

1. Text
field

2. Text field

Index Text el ement to the index Index Value Text el ement to param. value

1 BAUDRATE FOR SS1 2 1 300 BAUD

2 BAUDRATE FOR SS2 3 2 600 BAUD

3 BAUDRATE FOR SS3 4 3 1200 BAUD

.. .. ..

21 20 1.5 MBAUD

Fig. 8.8 Text fields for indexed parameters

• Parameterization
Slave: PKW_ANZ = 127

PZD_ANZ = 0

• ID, parameter number and index are the same in the task- and response telegram

Possible t asks: A
K

PNU
IND
HB

IND
LB

Task telegram

PWE1 to PWE8

Response telegram
PWE 1 to PWE 8

Read text element for
index 2

15 9 0 2 - BAUDRATE FOR SS2

Write text element for
index 2

15 9 1 2 BAUDRATE FÜR SS2 (= task telegram)

Read text element for
parameter value 3

15 9 2 4 - 1200 BAUD

Write text element for
parameter value 3

15 9 3 4 1200 BAUD (= task telegram)

Task- and res ponse telegram:

STX LGE ADR

BCC

15 9

PNUAK

PKE

IND PWE1 PWE2 PWE3 PWE4 PWE5

x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x

HB LB

Fig. 8.9: Telegram structure to example 8
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APPENDIX

Overview: Telegram structure for the USS-protokoll

S T X LGE ADR

S tart o f T ext (02 H ex)

Parameter ID

1 5 14  13 1 2   11   1 0 9 8  7  6 5  4  3  2 1  0

P N U  =  P arameter-N r.

Parameter change report - toggle bit (for parameter-
change"
A K  =  T ask  and  response  ID

(e.g. "Change/request parameter value-,
 description-, text

PKE =  Param eter ID

Telegramm header

High Low IND =    INDEX  for param eter field

Parameter value 1
High Low

PW E  1 e.g. high word of a double word
  parameter)

Parameter value  2
High Low

PW E  2 e.g. low word of a double-word
  parameter)

Paramete value n
High Low

PWEn

PZD 1   (control commands, status bits)

Main setp./act. valuet
High Low PZD 2  (e.g. speed- frequency setpoint/

actual value)

High Low

PZDn Supplementary setpoint/actual values
supplementary control/status words

BCC
B lock C heck C haracte r
(EXORs all bytes

Telegram footer

PZD

PKE

C-4.2.1

Described in
Section

C-4.2.1.3
C-4.2.1.2

C-4.2.1.1

C-4.2.2

C-4.2.3

C-5.2.1

C-5.2.2

Slave address 0 - 31
T e legram  leng th

(w ithou t S T X  and LG E , bu t w i th A D R and B C C )

Net data

Control/status word
High Low

A-4.3

A-4.2

A-4.1

A-4.4
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The Optional Broadcast Mechanism of the USS-Protocol

The Broadcast Mechanism is not obligatory for the USS slave interface. But if a Broadcast Mechanism is
implemented for a slave communication interface, it must be realized according to this specification.

Whenever the term "Broadcast Telegram" is used in this document, it describes a telegram that has to be
accepted by all drives connected via a Bus configuration; all drives fetch exactly the same identical net data
from this telegram. A Broadcast Telegram has the same telegram length as a normal individual telegram. (A
different type of Broadcast Telegram is defined in the PROFIBUS standard: A PROFIBUS Broadcast Telegram
is a "multiple length" telegram whereby the individual information blocks required for all drives connected to the
bus are contained in one extra long "group-telegram".)

It is a typical application of a Broadcast Telegram to enable the ramp generators of all drives at the same point
of time by means of only one telegram in order to let all drives ramp up simultaneously.

Selective React ion to a Broad cast Telegram

Accor ding to the experience with other protocols, a Broad cast Telegram from an external
communication partner only makes sense if a 'selective react ion' to a Broad cast Telegram is
made possible. This means that the drives must be t old in the net data what REF VALUES and
what Command Bits should be influenced by the Broad cast Telegram and what PROCESS
DATA (PZD) should not be affected (the latter mentioned data must be dropped and instead the
signals transmitted in the last "Non-Broad cast Telegram" remain effective).

The following construction is specified for this purpose: A Broadcast Telegram is marked by a "1" in bit 5 of the
Address-Byte in the telegram header. In case of a Broadcast Telegram the PARAMETER DATA area (PKW) is
"misused" for transmitting the information of how to react to the Broadcast Telegram instead of transmitting the
normal PARAMETER DATA.

If the master station issues a Broadcast Telegram it is not allowed to enter a parameter into the PARAMETER
DATA area - as it does with normal telegrams - but instead it has to enter a 4 Words "BROADCAST ENABLE
ARRAY" into this space (refer to Fig. 2.5.1.6). This does not cause any problems because reading and writing
parameters via a Broadcast Telegram is nonsense since: Broadcast Telegrams, as a general principle, are
never answered by the drives.

The BROADCAST ENABLE ARRAY contains Enable-Bits for each of the PROCESS DATA WORDS 1 to 15
and for each of the max. possible 48 Command Bits in the Broadcast Telegram. If a PROCESS data block
originates from a Broadcast Telegram, then a Command Bit or a REF VALUE is only accepted by the drive if
the related Enable Bits are set to 1. If for a Command Bit or a REF VALUE the related bits in the BROADCAST
ENABLE ARRAY are reset, the Command Bit or REF VALUE remains in the old state which has been set by
the last Non-Broadcast-Telegram. The rules for processing the PROCESS DATA WORDS of a Broadcast
Telegram according to the Bits in the BROADCAST ENABLE ARRAY are described below.
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Rules for processing the PROCESS DATA WORDS of a Broadcast Telegram

The 16 PROCESS DATA WORDS 1 to 16 can be classified into the following 3 groups:

- PROCESS DATA WORDS 2, 3 and 6 to 15:
These PROCESS DATA WORDS can contain REF VALUES only ; they cannot act as COMMAND
WORDS. A PROCESS DATA WORD of this group is only picked up by the LOWER SIDE BOARD from
a Broadcast Telegram if the corresponding enable bit in Word a of the BROADCAST ENABLE ARRAY is
set to "1".

- PROCESS DATA WORDS 1, 4 and 5:
These PROCESS DATA WORDS can act as COMMAND WORDS: WORD 1 is always a COMMAND
WORD, according to the PROFIBUS-Profile (Lit. [2]). Words 4 and 5 may either be COMMAND WORDS
or REF VALUES, e.g. depending on the software type of the TECH BOARD.
For each of the 48 bits of these PROCESS DATA WORDS there is a corresponding bit in the words b, c
and d of the BROADCAST ENABLE ARRAY.
A PROCESS DATA Bit in the PROCESS DATA WORDS 1, 4 and 5 is only taken over from a Broadcast
Telegram if

I)  the whole PROCESS DATA WORD is enabled via a "1" Information in the
     corresponding bit in Word a and additionally
II) the PROCESS DATA Bit itself is enabled by the corresponding bit of word b, c

                  or d respectively.
As a general rule it is prescribed that in case of a Broadcast Telegram the BROADCAST ENABLE
WORDS b, c and d must always be processed by the master station and the slave station irrespective of
the fact whether the corresponding PROCESS DATA WORDS 1 4 and 5 are REF VALUES or
COMMAND WORDS. This rule makes the implementation of a general-purpose PROCESS DATA
receive function block easier (e.g. for a SIMADYN D fashioned TECH BOARD). As a consequence of this
e.g. all bits in Bit mask d have to be set by the host system even if PROCESS DATA WORD 5 is a REF
VALUE and is to be affected by the Broadcast Telegram.

- PROCESS DATA WORD 16
The 16th PROCESS DATA WORD is not supported by the Broadcast mechanism; this means: Word 16
is not Broadcast-capable and never taken over from a Broadcast Telegram. The master station can
modify this word via a Non-Broadcast Telegram only.

The rules for processing the PROCESS DATA WORDS of a Broadcast Telegram are summarized in the
following table:

PROCESS

DATA WORD

BROADCAST ENABLE bits

which must be t aken into acc ount

WORD 1 Bit mask a (Bit 1) and Bit mask b

WORD 2 Bit mask a (Bit 2)

WORD 3 Bit mask a (Bit 3)

WORD 4 Bit mask a (Bit 4) and Bit mask c

WORD 5 Bit mask a (Bit 5) and Bit mask d

WORDS 6 to 15 Bit mask a (Bits 6 to 15)

WORD 16 not taken over from a Broadcast Telegram

(not Broadcast-capable)
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Example 1 of a Broadcast Telegram:

The host system wants to give the same Main Reference Value 'REF1.' to all drives connected to the bus via a
Broadcast Telegram. All other PROCESS DATA of the telegram should be ignored by the drives.

� In this case the host system has to transmit the following information in the BROADCAST ENABLE ARRAY:

   Word a       = 0000 0000 0000 0101 (Broadcast Flag set and
                                       PROCESS DATA WORD 2
                                       enabled)

   Words b to d = 0000 0000 0000 0000

Example 2 of a Broadcast Telegram:

The host system wants to start the ramp generators of all drives connected to the bus simultaneously via one
Broadcast Telegram. All other PROCESS DATA must not be processed by the drives.

According to the PROFIBUS Profile (Lit [2]) the ramp generator can be enabled by setting bit 5 of COMMAND
WORD 1 to a "1" value.

� In this case the host system has to transmit the following information in the BROADCAST ENABLE ARRAY:

   Word a       = 0000 0000 0000 0011 (Broadcast Flag set and
                                       PROCESS DATA WORD 1
                                       (= COMMAND WORD 1)
                                       enabled)

   Word b       = 0000 0000 0010 0000 (Command Bit 5 enabled)

   Words c to d = 0000 0000 0000 0000

Remarks on the Broadcast Telegram:

-   Broadcast Telegrams are only possible with telegram types containing a PARAMETER DATA area (e.g.
PROFIBUS Adjustable-Speed Drives Profile , PPO types 1, 2 or 5)

-   For a double-word REF VALUE (32 bit information) the Enable Bits of both: High Word and LOW Word have
commonly to be set or reset by the master station.
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